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creating informed communities

Raintree Media has many celebrated titles to its credit, including unique
Coffee Table Books, Destination Photo Books, Ficton and Poetry.

Raintree Media is a transmedia company headquartered in Bengaluru.
Our mission is to create an informed community through print, digital
and experiences that engage the brightest minds.
From luxury coffee table books to small format publications, catalogues
and more, we have been in the business since 2004. Our publications are
available in print and digital.

Raintree Media Pvt Ltd, CIN: U51396KA2004PTC033191
Rainmakers Workspace, Office 213, 2nd Floor
Ramanashree Arcade, 18 MG Road, Bengaluru - 560 001
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Innovate India Series
India’s 1st Augmented Reality
enabled Coffee Table Book Series

INNOVATE BENGALURU
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 10” x 11”
The first book in the Innovate India series, Innovate Bengaluru is an AR-enabled book
that features the TOP 100 innovators from in and around Bengaluru, across Deep
Science, Manufacturing, Pharma, Space, Education, Social Impact, eCommerce, Brick
& Mortar, along with investors and innovation enablers. Readers can watch the stories
come to life with the Augmented Reality videos and experience the future of media in
this 200 page coffee table book.

Praise for this book:
“Innovate Bengaluru has done a fabulous job showcasing innovators in Bengaluru to the world
and to Bengalureans.” - Mohandas Pai, Chairman, Aarin Capital
“An impressive deep dive into Bengaluru’s diverse, vibrant and inspiring ecosystem.”
- Sebastien Hug, CEO and Consul General, swissnex India

BEST OF Series
International Coffee Table Books

BEST OF INDIA

Branding a Nation and its People
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 8” x 11” (Portrait)
BEST OF India, part of the international BEST OF series of books, showcases the
economic and cultural dynamism of India. With an aesthetic blend of beautiful
photographs and cogent text, this elegant coffee table book contains a microcosm
of Indian success stories, balancing business against the cultural milieu of the country.
This book features a foreword by Ashok Soota, Suhel Seth on Brand India and expert
opinions on Indian culture by Ashutosh Gowariker, SG Vasudev, Prathibha Prahlad, Rashid
Khan, Shanta Gokhale, K Satchidanandan, Sanjeev Kapoor and Prasad Bidapa.

Praise for this book:
“I would like to compliment your effort to showcase the growth and success of our country.”
– KV Kamath, Non Executive Chairman, ICICI Bank Ltd
“The book is well brought out.” - Rahul Bajaj, Chairman, Bajaj Auto

BEST OF BANGALORE VOL 2
Innovation Edition
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 9.5” x 13” (Portrait)
BEST OF Bangalore Vol 2 Innovation Edition, part of the international BEST OF series
of books, continues with the story of Bangalore from the BEST OF Bangalore Vol 1.
This book uses eloquent text accompanied by stunning visuals to decode Bangalore
and its economic and cultural evolution, focussing on the resurgence in the startup
buzz in Bangalore and the innovations pioneered by the key businesses across various
sectors.
Featuring artwork by contemporary artist Ravikumar Kashi, this book also has articles
on music, art, theatre, dance, literature and cinema that reflect the city’s rich cultural
fabric.
Praise for this book:
“This book does a great job of chronicling the rise of Bangalore by highlighting its innovative companies and the dreams and ambitions of its startups. It is a valuable addition to the
recording of these most exciting times in Bangalore’s history!” – Nandan Nilekani, Co-founder
& Non executive Chairman, Infosys
“A book for everyone who’s interested in Bangalore...” - The New Indian Express

BEST OF BANGALORE VOL 1
Cover - Hardbound with gloss jacket
Size - 9.5” x 13” (Portrait)
This exciting international publication showcases the success stories of companies ranging from technology to lifestyle, real estate to wellness, hospitality to tourism, aviation
and architecture, while profiling the growth of younger and new achievers in fields such
as education, beauty, retail and design.

Praise for this book:
“Bangalore is about human capital. This book focuses attention on this very special city.”
- Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, Chairperson & MD, Biocon
“The book’s a brand ambassador for the city” - India Today

BEST OF CHENNAI VOL 2
Cover - Paperback inner gatefold
Size - 9.5” x 13” (Portrait)
This book decodes Chennai and its unique role in India’s growth story with eloquent
text and stunning visuals. It has views of industry leaders alongside the inspiring
growth stories of leaders and icons. The book also talks about new-age technology
startups that have the potential to disrupt the existing market with their bright
ideas.
It includes artwork by city-based artists Achuthan Kudallur, S Nandagopal and
K Muralidharan, and features perspectives by Dr. Anita Ratnam, Aruna Sairam, Anil
Srinivasan, Na Muthuswamy, Prasanna Ramaswamy, PC Ramakrishna and others.

Praise for this book:
“The remarkable part about this book is the information it carries about organisations in
various sectors and their contribution to the economy. When I browsed the book, I found
that it nicely depicts the bouquet of culture, architecture and commerce of Tamil Nadu,
especially Chennai.” - Dr. K Rosaiah, Former Governor, Tamil Nadu
“BEST OF Chennai Vol 2 should be read not only because it celebrates the city but also
because it celebrates us.” - The Hindu

BEST OF CHENNAI VOL 1
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 11” x 11”
This elegant book presents Chennai’s dual identity as a cradle of culture and a thriving
business hub, and has valuable contributions from actors Kamal Haasan and Suhasini
Mani Ratnam, writer Sivasankari, musician TN Seshagopalan, theatre person
PC Ramakrishna, dancer Chitra Visweswaran and artist Achuthan Kudallur.

Praise for this book:
“Best of Chennai captures the essence of the city through articles and photographs.”
- The Hindu
“This is something I would be happy to buy and distribute among my friends... It would
be a nice way for my friends from overseas to get to know about my city Chennai.”
- Ramesh Krishnan, legendary tennis champion

BEST OF GOA
Cover - Hardbound with gloss jacket
Size - 11” x 11”
Showcasing Goa to a global audience, this book is an elegant and unique guide to the
classic Goan experience, from food and festivals to culture and exquisite landscapes.
BEST OF Goa captures the spirit of the state and projects Goa like no other book does,
with eloquent vignettes of Goa in her many moods through several seasons,
captured by a panel of photographers, including some well known names from the
state.

Praise for this book:
“Here we have a high-end book by a sensitive group of persons... it not only transmits
the flavour of Goa to the reader but also eloquently expresses the richness of its
culture and its society.” – The Herald

Custom Publishing
Coffee Table Books

THE RAJ BHAVAN KARNATAKA - THROUGH THE AGES
Custom published for The Raj Bhavan, Karnataka
Cover - Hardbound with gloss jacket
Size - 11” x 11”
This limited edition book traces the genesis of Karnataka from the days of the Kingly
fiefdom, through its evolution during the British Raj as the progressive Mysore State,
until the present. It highlights the achievements of leaders who influenced the state’s
history from Hyder Ali and Tipu Sultan, the Wodeyar Kings and Sir Mark Cubbon, to the
current incumbent.

Praise for this book:
“The Raj Bhavan Karnataka - Through the Ages is a compilation of many interesting facets
tracing the history of the Raj Bhavan and its occupants from 1843.” - The New Indian Express
“..offers a peek in to not only the 300-year history of Raj Bhavan, but also takes the reader
on a guided tour to every nook and corner of the grand colonial structure and the vast
gardens surrounding it.” - The Hindu

KARNATAKA - A CULTURAL ODYSSEY

Custom published for The Raj Bhavan, Karnataka
Cover - Hardbound with gloss jacket
Size - 11” x 11”
This limited edition book showcases the cultural grandeur of Karnataka – its historic
structures that are the bequeathal of several dynasties; the spiritual centers that are
a treasure trove of myths and legends; festivals that bind the community in a unique
way; thriving art, and diverse and delectable cuisine.

Praise for this book:
“The opulence of Karnataka is captured in this grand coffee table book... this book presents
Karnataka in all its magnificence.” - Bangalore Mirror
“... what makes Karnataka-A Cultural Odyssey truly special are the photographs landscaped all
across the pages.” – Indian Express

50 GLORIOUS YEARS 1965-2015 - VITM STANDS TALL

Custom published for VITM - Bengaluru
Cover - Hardbound with gloss jacket
Size - 8” x 10.5” (Portrait)

One of the most popular places for visitors in Bengaluru is the Visvesvaraya Industrial
and Technological Museum, which gets over a million visitors a year. The exhibits here
engage people directly, getting them not just to observe but to touch and react.
VITM Stands Tall takes readers on a private tour of the museum where one can enjoy
fiddling with the exhibits, pulling levers and pushing buttons while learning about scientific phenomena. The book pays tribute to the people who built the museum and its
interesting exhibits and activities. It also contains information about eminent personalities, scientists and creators who have contributed to the establishment of the museum
and the team that runs it.
Praise for this book:
“I am happy to inform you that the publication has received wide acclaim by several persons of eminence in the field of science museums/centres in the country.”
- KG Kumar, Former Director, VITM
“The book produced by you for the VITM Golden Jubilee Celebrations deserves high
appreciation for its concept and execution...I hope Raintree Media will receive recognition
nationally in their endeavours.” - YN Gangadhara Setty, Chairman, Ramkumar Mills & Former
Chairman, Executive Committee, VITM

THE GLORY YEARS - MADRAS GYMKHANA CLUB
Custom published for the Madras Gymkhana Club
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 11” x 11”
This book delves into the history of the Club since its inception in 1884 and tells the
story of the Club’s formation and growth from the days of the British Raj to the present. Interspersed with colourful anecdotes and eye-catching illustrations, the book
chronicles the challenges and triumphs of the members and the Club.

Praise for this book:
“I congratulate Sandhya Mendonca and Raintree Media for bringing out this masterpiece.”
- His Excellency Surjit Singh Barnala, Former Governor of Tamil Nadu

BOLD & BRILLIANT - STORIES THAT INSPIRE
Custom published for CII-Indian Women Network
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 8” x 8”
This book is an initiative of CII’s Indian Women Network and features a cross-section of
women achievers from Karnataka. Holding that empowerment of women is more than a
buzzword, this compendium is an appreciation for the contributions of women in diverse
fields of life. It also acknowledges their immense impact beyond their professions, their
beliefs and actions that touch the lives of multitudinous people.

Poetry

SHE VOL 1

Verses by Kavitha Rajasekhar
Art by Shan Re
Cover - Softbound/Matt Finish
Size - 5.5” x 8.5”
SHE is an expression of contemporary women’s voices. The artworks in the book complement and enhance the verses, and the stylised graphic design makes this little book
a work of art in itself.

Paperbacks

GAME FOR LIFE
ROYAL CHALLENGERS BANGALORE
Cover - Softbound/Matt Finish
Size - 8” x 11.5”
A book about the Royal Challengers Bangalore and exciting players in the team for the
first ever IPL season in 2008. A must for cricket buffs!

TABLE BY THE WINDOW
Author: Raghav Shreyas

Cover - Softbound/Matt Finish
Size - 8.5” x 9”
Jnanpith award-winning writers, lawyers, poets, bankers, photographers, shopkeepers,
dancers, musicians, sales people, actors, retired gents and ladies all come to Koshy’s.
Seen through the perceptive lens of Raghav Shreyas, these portraits of Koshy’s habitués depict a microcosm of Bangalore.
This book is a study of the myriad interesting characters that constitute the city, a
tribute to the ever-lasting bond between its hub and its people.
Praise for this book:
“Each snap blends the scent of history with the delightful aroma of coffee giving you the
essence of Koshy’s and what it means to Bangaloreans.” – Mid Day

Economic Policy & Development

RESURGENT KARNATAKA

Authors: Prof. Rajeev Gowda &
Sandhya Mendonca
Cover - Softbound/Gloss Finish
Size - 8” x 10.5” (Portrait)
Resurgent Karnataka showcases the diverse strengths of Karnataka which make it a
destination of choice for investors from India and the world.
Praise for this book:
“Resurgent Karnataka by Raintree Media is a very comprehensive analysis of Karnataka’s
economy. Very good insights by experts and by Prof. Rajeev Gowda.”
- Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, CMD, Biocon

MAKE IN KARNATAKA

Authors: Prof. Rajeev Gowda &
Sandhya Mendonca
Cover - Softbound/Gloss Finish
Size - 8.5” x 8.5”
Make in Karnataka takes note of the country’s strengths and specifically, the potential in this state in core sectors such as Aerospace & Defence, Agro & Food Processing, Apparel & Leather Industry, Automobile & Auto Components, Biotech & Pharma,
Chemicals & Plastics, Electronics Hardware, Heavy Engineering & Precision Tools and
Manufacturing & Startups. The in-depth analysis makes a case for industry to ‘Make in
India in Karnataka’, which has a legacy of industry-friendly policies.

Travel/Destination Photo Books

MARVELS OF MYSORE & more
Authors: Sandhya Mendonca &
Anita Rao Kashi

Cover - Softbound/Gloss Finish
Size - 11” x 8” (Landscape)
The heritage city of Mysore is a special place of interest; its history has an enduring
charm and it is contemporary with a distinct tradition of culture. Marvels of Mysore &
more walks the reader through all the sights and activities that make this historic city
tick.
A factual photobook on contemporary Mysore, this book celebrates the captivating
sights and enduring charm of this heritage city. Renowned as much for its cultural
history as for the wonders of nature, Mysore and the region around it offer endless
delights for locals and visitors alike.
Praise for this book:
“Combination of a coffee table book with marvellous pictures and an efficient guide for
tourists to Mysore and its environs.” - Shashi Deshpande, Author
“... the window to see and sample the myriad marvels of India’s most beautiful city.”
- Krishna Prasad, Former Editor-in-Chief, Outlook

BHUTAN - LAND OF HAPPINESS

Specially published for Chè Experiences
Author & Photographer:
Sandhya Mendonca
Cover - Center-pinned/Matt Finish
Size - 8” x 8”
Cradled amidst the majestic Himalayan range, Bhutan is a magical land, and one
which is the happiest in the world. Sandhya Mendonca offers a quick glimpse of our
“happy”neighbours, in this specially curated travelogue for Chè Experiences.

MARVELS OF KARNATAKA & more
Cover - Softbound/Gloss Finish
Size - 8.5” x 8.5”
The second book in the critically acclaimed Marvels of series, Marvels of Karnataka &
more explores the state like never before. An elegant, informative and handy pictorial
guide, this book presents positive information about the length and breadth of this
beautiful state in an easy-to-read format that balances well-researched articles with
evocative photographs.
Besides interesting places to visit, it tells readers about unique foods and where to eat
them, and local products and produce and where to buy them, making this a comprehensive contemporary guide to this state.
Praise for this book:
“This book has captured the essence of my beloved state Karnataka in all its glory and beauty,
documenting its amazing history, culture, art and heritage. A brilliantly edited and beautifully
packaged book that is concise, precise and full of spice!” - Raghu Dixit, iconic contemporary
folk musician, composer and singer
“...the perfect companion on a road trip through Karnataka … the book unfolds like a Magnum
Opus that celebrates the sheer grandeur and ancient history of India’s most beautiful State.”
- Prasad Bidapa, India’s leading fashion guru

KARNATAKADA VISMAYAGALU

Authors: Sandhya Mendonca & BK Saroja
Language: Kannada
Cover - Softbound/Gloss Finish
Size - 5” x 5”
This is a pocket sized and Kannada version of Marvels of Karnataka & more. This book
presents information about the length and breadth of this beautiful region with evocative photographs.
An easy to read and digest guide, Karnatakada Vismayagalu covers each of the four
regions of this beautiful state: North, Central, South & Coastal and celebrates the
history and heritage, natural attractions and architectural legacy, the colourful festivals,
and introduces readers to the flavours of each region and local products of the state.

KARNATAKA - A CULTURAL JOURNEY
Specially published for Kempegowda
International Airport - Bengaluru
Cover - Hardbound/Matt Finish
Size - 8.5” x 8.5”
An elegant view into the state, this special edition book showcases the cultural grandeur of Karnataka, with travel tips about where to go, how to go, what to eat and shop.

Fiction

SENTINEL HOUSE

Author: Allen Mendonca
Cover - Softbound/Gloss Finish
Size - 5” x 7.5’
Harry aka Harivanshrai is mean, ruthless, smart, civilized and unstoppable. As the media
baron runs roughshod over lives and morals, his powerful family breaks from within
and the media world is thrown into chaos. Haunted by a powerful secret, Harry will stop
at nothing to cover up the truth. A dark saga of the lives of the people who make the
news, this is also a poetic tale of tender love and innocence triumphing in a harsh world.
Praise for this book:
‘It’s a must read’ – Open magazine
“It is the esoteric minutiae of high-flying journalism that gives this thriller its kicks. You don’t
have to be an insider to recognise who is who and what is what. Enjoy the thrill...”
– TJS George, Editorial Advisor, The New Indian Express
“Studded with liberal dollops of history and trivia, Sentinel House is a novel that in the
tradition of Arthur Hailey and Jeffery Archer traces the life and times of a newspaper and
its fortunes. A racy read!” - Anita Nair, Author

Brochures, Catalogues & Other Collateral
We create classy collateral to meet a variety of requirements of our clients:
brochures, annual reports, speeches, presentations and more. Our clients include the
Higher Education Department, Govt of Karnataka, the Bangalore Water Supply and
Sewerage Board (BWSSB), Hical, the Bishop Cotton Girls’ School, the Larkspur School,
the Karnataka Golf Association, among others.
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www.bwssb.org

BWSSB Golden Jubilee
Commemorative English Brochure

BWSSB Golden Jubilee
Commemorative Kannada Brochure

Maximizing Advantage
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St. Mark's Road, Bangalore - 560 001
Phone: +91 80 2221 0268 / 2221 3083
Fax: +91 80 2224 3690
Email: bcgs@cottongirls.com
Website: cottongirls.com

Hical Technologies Pvt Ltd
Unit 3 | 46 & 47 Electronics City
Phase 2 | Hosur Road | Bangalore 560100 | India
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T: +91 98456 94624 (Cell)
F: +91 (0)80 2852 0558
salesteam@hical.com | www.hical.com

Bishop Cotton Girls’ School Magazine

www.raintreemedia.com
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BISHOP COTTON GIRLS' SCHOOL

Hical Technologies Company Brochure

For more inf
or
mation contact:
infor
ormation
Husna Rahaman, Secretary - husna@lakspuredu.com
Sanober Fathima, President - sanober@larkspuredu.com

Larkspur Educational Trust Brochure
# 3/4, Berlie Street Cross,
Langford Town, Bangalore - 560 025
Ph: + 91 9880711736, + 91 9880657225, + 91 (80) 22214629
Fax: 080 - 22214629
Email: info@larkspuredu.com

Learning through Love
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Karnataka Golf Association Brochure

